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Abstract

The main purpose of designing the Stream Control Protocol (SCTP) was to offer a robust transfer of traffic between the hosts over the networks. For this reason SCTP multi-homing feature was designed, in which an SCTP sender can access destination host with multiple IP addresses in the same session. If the primary path between the source and the destination is down, the traffic may still be sent to the destination by utilizing redundant path. And SCTP multi-homing also supports for the concurrent multipath transfer of traffic. This paper introduces the effect of different network factors like concurrent cross traffic, congestion control algorithms and SACK timers on multi-homing feature of SCTP. Throughput and end-to-end packet delay were used as performance metrics to introduce the effect of these factors. From the study it was introduced that concurrent cross traffic in the network behaves same on multi-homed interfaces and both interfaces were affected almost same. It was concluded that congestion control algorithms also affects on multi-homing, the RED congestion control algorithm reduced delay and improved throughput of the SCTP multi-homing. In RFC4960 recommended SACK timer is 200ms, but when 100ms SACK timer was used with concurrent multipath transfer in SCTP (CMT-SCTP) multi-homing, the high throughput and low delay was achieved as compared with 200ms and 300ms, which indicated that different SACK timers affects on multi-homing feature of SCTP. All the simulation works have been conducted in NS2 network simulator.
Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) is a reliable transport protocol operating on top of an unreliable protocol that is internet protocol (IP). For the past twenty years the reliable transmission is provided by TCP and unreliable data delivery is provided by UDP. Many of the features of TCP and UDP can also be found in SCTP. For this reason SCTP multi-homing feature was designed, in which an SCTP sender can access destination host with multiple IP addresses in the same session. If the primary path between the source and the destination is down, the traffic may still be sent to the destination by utilizing redundant path. This paper aims to determine the impact of concurrent cross traffic in network, congestion control algorithms and default SACK timers on the multi-homing feature of SCTP. A pre-study for this Master these report was performed in the subject “Managing Computer Science Projects (PDD900)” offered by University West. In this subject a complete time schedule was designed for the achievement of the goals of this paper. According to that time plan a background study for SCTP and overview of its multi-homing feature was performed in last session. For this purpose RFCs for TCP, UDP and SCTP, multiple research papers were under study. Before selecting this master final theses I was unknown to Linux environment and using Network Simulator NS2 for network researches so I learned these tools from scratch during this study, then finally during the time period of master theses different simulation experiments were performed in Network Simulator NS2 to introduce the effect of assumed factors on the multi-homing feature of SCTP.
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Abstract—— The main purpose of designing the Stream Control Protocol (SCTP) is to offer a robust transfer of traffic between the hosts over the networks. For this reason SCTP multi-homing feature is designed, in which an SCTP sender can access destination host with multiple IP addresses in the same session. If the primary path between the source and the destination is down, the traffic may still be sent to the destination by utilizing redundant path. And SCTP multi-homing also supports for the concurrent multipath transfer of traffic. This paper introduces the effect of different network factors like concurrent cross traffic, congestion control algorithms and SACK timers on multi-homing feature of SCTP. Throughput and end-to-end packet delay are used as performance metrics to introduce the effect of these factors. From the study it is introduced that concurrent cross traffic in the network behaves same on multi-homed interfaces. It is concluded that congestion control algorithms also affects on multi-homing, the RED congestion control algorithm reduces delay and improves throughput of the SCTP multi-homing. In RFC4960 recommended SACK timer is 200ms, but when 100ms SACK timer is used with concurrent multipath transfer in SCTP (CMT-SCTP) multi-homing, the high throughput and low delay is achieved as compared with 200ms and 300ms, which indicates that different SACK timers affects on multi-homing feature of SCTP. All the simulation works have been conducted in NS2 network simulator.
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1. INTRODUCTION

SCTP is a reliable transport layer protocol which operates on an unreliable packet service that is internet protocol (IP). The SCTP is defined in RFC 4960 [2]. For the past twenty years, Transport Control Protocol [18] has provided reliable communication and the unreliable data delivery is provided by User Datagram Protocol [17]. Many of the features of the TCP and UDP can also be found in SCTP. It provides acknowledged error-free non-duplicated transfer of data. SCTP discovers path maximum transmission unit (MTU) for data transmission. It can bundle multiple user messages into a single SCTP packet. SCTP also provides a network-level fault tolerance through the support of multi-homing at either ends or both ends of the association [6]. Flow and congestion control in SCTP have been designed to assure that its traffic behaves similar to the TCP traffic, it allows SCTP for seamless introduction into existing IP networks [4]. Further sections include more details about SCTP and its features.

The objective of this paper is to provide a simulated study to show the performance of network redundancy (Multi-homing) in SCTP by introducing effect of different factors on multi-homing. This paper aims to determine the impact of concurrent cross traffic, different SACK (Selective Acknowledgment) timer values and the congestion control algorithms on the multi-homing feature of SCTP. The rest of the paper will be laid out as follows: In the remaining of this section research questions are given which will be covered throughout this paper. Section-2 will provide a background study of SCTP with important features and terminologies. In section-3 the paper will get into some of the overview of multi-homing feature of SCTP. The section-4 contains experimental design including scope of the project, requirements for experimental design and different network scenarios for experiments. In the section-5 results obtained from the experimental design are analyzed. Finally in the section-6 the paper will close with brief review and conclusion, it will also provide a necessary future work.

The research questions of the paper are to come up the simulated results showing performance of network redundancy (Multi-homing) in SCTP by introducing the effect of concurrent cross traffic, congestion control algorithms and different SACK timers on multi-homing feature of SCTP.

2. BACKGROUND OF SCTP

The Stream Control Transmission Protocol was designed by the SIGTRAN (Signaling Transport) working group of IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force). It was designed for the purpose of transporting of real time signaling over IP networks. For many years SS7 has been the only bearer for the signaling traffic in telecommunication networks [3]. Within SIGTRAN, special attention has been given to a scenario when telecommunication signaling is transported between a Signaling Gateway (SG) and a Media Gateway Controller (MGC) [4]. Besides that SCTP can be directly used in IP networks, in fact SCTP has provided many of its properties which are alternatives to established Transport protocols TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) and UDP (User Datagram Protocol).
2.1 Features of SCTP

The UDP is a connectionless transport layer protocol, which means that it cannot provide error control and flow control, which are two vital properties of a transport layer to support the real time signaling information. SCTP provides unordered data delivery and preservation of message boundaries like UDP while it’s a connection oriented protocol. TCP is a byte stream protocol and SCTP transfers data in chunks, the SCTP discovers PATH-MTU, in PATH-MTU discovery it determines the maximum possible packet size that can be sent to a destination without being segmented. SCTP segments large data into chunks which fit into such a maximum transmission unit (IP packet). Several small chunks resulting from messages may be multiplexed into one IP packet (Bundling). The TCP transmits data strictly in-sequence per connection, whereas SCTP has more flexible data transmission scheme, it transfers data messages in different distinguished streams within one SCTP association. In which message sequence is only maintained per stream to reduce the unnecessary head-of-line blocking among independent streams.

SCTP also provides an exponential back-off algorithm similar to the TCP in order to provide the adaptive service with the other end during the transmission [12]. Another feature of SCTP is a solution for Denial of Service attacks, also known as the blind attacks, which can easily attack on TCP during handshaking. The SCTP four-way handshaking is designed to overcome such type of attacks. It uses cookie fields during handshaking which contain signature for authentication and a time string to prevent replay attacks using cookies [5]. Some important features of SCTP are briefly described in the next sections.

Multi-homing

One of the key features of SCTP is the support for multi-homing that is the destination nodes can be reached under the several IP addresses (multi-homed). A TCP connection is defined by a pair of transport addresses IP address and port number while in SCTP both sides of the association provides multiple IP addresses combined with a single SCTP port number. Thus each multi-homed node can be reached from another node using several paths. The multi-homing facility makes SCTP more robust against partial network failures than TCP [4].

Multi-Streaming

Another key feature of SCTP is multi-streaming. It refers to the parallel transmission of messages over the same association between sender and the receiver. The stream independently carries fragmented messages from one end to the other. In TCP connection all bytes transmitted are delivered in strict transmission order. It is possible that protocol wastes its bandwidth due to the strict sequences of message delivery. The independent transmission of streams gives an advantage to SCTP over TCP and it achieves a cumulative throughput [12].

Security

In the modern era internet where security is a big issue a transport layer protocol that is subject to easy attack is not acceptable. SCTP has its unique features that increase its security against blind attacks like Denial of Service attacks. The TCP and SCTP both initiate a connection with a handshake between sender and receiver. TCP uses three-way handshaking to set up a new connection, whereas SCTP uses a four-way handshake. The figure 2.1 shows the three-way handshake process of TCP. The Client sends a SYN (Synchronize) packet to Server, upon receiving the SYN packet Server allocates the resources for the connection and sends a SYN-ACK (Synchronize Acknowledgment) packet to Client. The Client than sends an ACK (Acknowledgment) packet to confirm the receipt of SYN-ACK packet. Now the connection between Client and Server is setup, the Client can start sending data. The TCP three-way handshake is insecure because an attacker can send Denial of Service attack during SYN packet exchange.

The SCTP four-way hand-shake is designed to overcome such type of attacks. Figure 2.2 shows four-way hand-shaking of SCTP. In the SCTP four-way hand-shake Client initiates an association by sending an INIT packet to the Server. Server responds with an INIT-ACK packet to the Client that contains the verification tag and cookie field. The TCP SYN-ACK does not contain these fields. The cookie contains the necessary
state information which the Server uses to allocate the resources for the association. The cookie field includes a signature for authenticity and a time string to prevent replay attacks using cookies. Unlike TCP the Server does not allocate resources to the Client at this stage. The verification tag provides a key that enables Client to verify that this packet belongs to the current SCTP association. After receiving INIT-ACK packet, the Client sends COOKIE-ECHO packet to the Server, if Client has a forged IP address it will never receives the INIT-ACK chunk. This prevents Client from sending COOKIE-ECHO packet. As a result the conservation ends without the server allocating any resources for the connection. After receiving COOKIE-ECHO Server sends COOKIE-ACK chunk to the Client and allocates resources for the connection. Now the SCTP association is established between Client and Server. It seems that in the SCTP the transfer of data may be delayed due to the additional handshake. To overcome this delay SCTP permits data to be exchanged during handshake in the COOKIE-ECHO and the COOKIE-ACK chunks [5].

2.2 Important Terminologies of SCTP
Following are some important terminologies of Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP).

**Chunks**

The protocol data unit (PDU) of SCTP is called SCTP packet, which is the actual payload of IP packet. An SCTP packet is composed of chunks. Chunk is the minimal data unit that can be transmitted in SCTP stream. Multiple chunks of data may be multiplexed into a single packet up to the calculated MTU size of the path. A chunk is either a control data or user data. In SCTP a chunk can be used to control association, to test validity of the path and to discover network events like failure, disconnection and half-open connection.

**SCTP Association**

The connection establishment between two nodes after four-way handshaking is called association. An association in SCTP is similar to the connection in a TCP. When an association is established now an SCTP data application is able to transmit data to the destination end. During the creation of association various information are exchanged between the sender and receiver [6].

**Selective Acknowledgments (SACKs)**

The loss and duplication of data chunks is performed by numbering all data chunks with a Transport Sequence Number (TSN) in the sender. The acknowledgments sent by receiver are based on the TSNs. The retransmission of the data is timer controlled, the timer value is derivative of continuous measurements of the Round Trip delay. After the expiration of retransmission timer, unacknowledged data chunks are resent and the timer is started again. When the receiver end detects gaps in the sequence of the received chunks, the each received SCTP chunk is acknowledged by sending a specific “Selective Acknowledgment” (SACK) control chunks which report all gaps. Whenever the sender receives four consecutive gap chunks from the receiver for the same data chunk, this data chunk is immediately retransmitted over the multi-homed paths. Most up-to-date operating systems support a similar optional extension to TCP to achieve such type of robustness [4].

**Termination**

The SCTP provides termination of its association, while TCP supports half-open connection. In the SCTP established association ABORT messages are used to cleanly terminate the rest of the associations that still alive. Normally an association is terminated by starting SHUTDOWN messages [12].

3. OVERVIEW OF SCTP MULTI-HOMING

The applications that require high degree of fault tolerance rely on redundancy at multiple levels of transmission. For such applications an essential property of SCTP is the support for multi-homing that is the destination node can be reached under several IP addresses. TCP does not support multi-homing, anytime if an IP address become inaccessible due to an interface failure or any other reason, the TCP connection will timed out and will force upper layers to recover loss due to this failure, such type of delay can be unacceptable for mission critical applications such as IP Telephony. To cover this problem SCTP multi-homing was designed. SCTP supports multi-homing at transport layer level to allow sessions or associations to remain alive even when one of the IP address becomes unreachable. When a sender is connected through multiple interfaces with a receiver, it informs the receiver about all its available IP addresses when sending INIT chunk and receiver also provides all IP addresses in its INIT-ACK chunk. The SCTP multi-homing supports both IPv4 and IPv6 protocols and even it works with mixed environment that is IPv4 and IPv6 paths for the same receiver node. An SCTP entity assumes each IP address of its peer as one separate transmission path [4]. If no explicit IP addresses are sent in INIT or INIT-ACK chunks, the source IP address of the packet carrying SCTP chunk is used for association, this feature of SCTP is valuable when NAT is used at the edge of large private networks. And additional optional feature is also introduced in [2] allowing the use of hostnames instead of one or more IP addresses for multi-homing.

**Path Selection**

At the time of association start-up, a primary path is defined as “active” for each SCTP destination points and is used for
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normal sending of SCTP packets (chunks). The alternate or “secondary” path is only used for redundancy or load-balancing purpose, either to retransmit the packets lost, or when the primary destination address cannot be reached.

Path Monitoring

The all transmission paths of an association are monitored using special control chunks called HEARTBEATS, periodically the sender will send a HEARTBEAT chunk to the receiver, when the peer receiver receives the HEARTBEAT it copies the sender’s specific heartbeat information into its HEARTBEAT-ACK chunk and transmits it back to the sender immediately. When the sender receives the HEARTBEAT-ACK message it uses its contents to update the Round-Trip Time (RTT) for the destination address. Each path in an association is assigned either “active” or “inactive” state. A path is active if it has been used in the recent past transmission and has replayed for all acknowledgments to its peer. If transmission of a certain path fails repeatedly then this path is assumed as “inactive” [4].

Path Handover

In an SCTP association all data is transmitted on the primary path and other paths are monitored through HEARTBEAT messages. When a destination host becomes unreachable for the sender host a timer will expire and the host performing the monitoring will increment an error counter and wait a certain “back off” period before sending another HEARTBEAT to the receiver. When the error counter will exceed a user defined time limit the destination address will be marked as unreachable and will not be further considered for transmission of data. The monitoring will continue in case the problem is corrected and the unreachable destination address responding again. When the primary path becomes unreachable and the transmission is handed over to the redundant secondary path, all the unacknowledged data and the remaining data is transmitted on this secondary path [9].

4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

This paper assumes an SCTP Concurrent Multipath Transfer (CMT-SCTP) [16] source and an CMT-SCTP receiver connected through dual-homed nodes. The network design contains the background traffic on both interface nodes according to the internet survey that is on internet TCP traffic is about 80% - 83% and UDP traffic is about 17% - 20% [14].

4.1 Scope

As described previously, the focus of the experiments described in this paper is the impact of concurrent traffic, congestion control algorithms and different SACK timers on SCTP multi-homing. The scope of the experiments includes five different configurations. In the first configuration the SCTP multi-homing is tested without any background traffic. The background traffic could affect on the multi-homing so in the second configuration TCP and UDP background traffic is introduced with default SACK timer (200ms) and Drop Tail congestion control algorithm. In the third simulation experiment RED congestion control algorithm is used instead of Drop Tail. The behavior of congestion control algorithms is almost the same for TCP and SCTP transport layer protocols but the scope of this experiment is to introduce the effect of congestion control algorithms on multi-homing when data is being transferred on more than one interfaces. SCTP performs retransmission of the data on the basis of SACK received which shows the gap between the data packets. So the SACK timers could also have impact on the performance of multi-homing. According to RFC4960 SCTP default SACK timer to send the gap acknowledgment is 200ms. The fourth and fifth simulation uses CMT-SCTP with 100ms and 300ms, respectively.

The figure 4.2.1 shows network topology used for the simulation [11]. It is modeled using ns2.34 network simulator [15]. All results are obtained from implementation of SCTP multi-homing in the network simulator with a patch from university of Delaware and AWK scripts are used to extract required data from the results of simulations. The graphs are drawn in XGRAPH version 12.1.

4.2 Experimental Scenario

To evaluate the performance of CMT-SCTP in multi-homing a more realistic topology is considered as shown in figure 4.2.1. In this dual dumbbell topology, each router node R1 – R4 is connected to five edge nodes. The dual homed edge nodes A and B are the SCTP transport sender and receiver, respectively. The other edge nodes are single homed for the background traffic at the routers. The propagation delay between the edge nodes and routers is set to 5ms with 100mb of bandwidth. Each single homed edge node is attached with a traffic generator, introducing cross traffic with 80% (four nodes on each edge) of TCP traffic and 20% (one node on each edge) [14]. R1 and R2 are bottleneck for the whole traffic and their buffer size is set to twice the link bandwidth-delay product which is a reasonable setting in practice [11]. The propagation delay between dual homed interfaces is set to 25ms. The two paths between the end points are fully separated. The path between R1 to R4 is set as primary path, and CMT-SCTP uses
concurrent multipath transfer on both paths. After 0.5 seconds of simulation CMT-SCTP sender source starts initiating association with receiver CMT-SCTP. On 1.0 other cross traffic that is TCP and UDP is started in the network. The traffic of each test is ended after 30 seconds which is more than enough to check the effects on the performance of SCTP multi-homing. Although the tests are also performed for 60 and 100 seconds of simulation, the results from 30 seconds are almost 99% same as from 60 and 100 seconds simulation.

Configuration Parameters
Five simulations were run with different network configurations. First simulation is started from one CMT-SCTP source without any background traffic (non-realistic environment). After testing the behavior of dual interfaces in a non-realistic environment, a realistic configuration is used in which TCP and UDP cross traffic is introduced. This configuration is used with Drop Tail congestion control algorithm on the bottleneck and default SACK timer (200ms). One simulation is performed with changing congestion control algorithm to RED in previous simulation configuration. Then finally two simulations are performed by changing the SACK timers to 100ms and 300ms.

Performance Metrics
We have considered following performance metrics to conclude the effect of concurrent traffic, congestion control algorithms and different SACK timers on SCTP multi-homing.

Average end-to-end Delay: This average end-to-end delay defines all the possible delays for successful transmitted data of SCTP through multi-homing. There are many factors causing delay in the network, such as queuing delay, buffering during congestion, latency and retransmission delay.

Throughput: Throughput is the total number of successful transmitted bits to the destination. We will measure throughput of both dual homed interfaces of SCTP nodes. These metrics are checked and discussed with all the five simulations performed in this experimental setup.

5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We performed set of experiments in order to introduce the effect of assumed factors on multi-homing feature. The performance metrics described in Section 4.2 are tested for factors (Concurrent traffic, Congestion control Algorithms and SACK timers) during the simulations. The results obtained from simulations are analyzed to get conclusion for the research questions described in Section 1. The simulation results are divided into three sections according to factors.

5.1 Results and analysis for Concurrent Traffic
This section contains two simulation experiments which studied the effect of concurrent traffic on multi-homing feature of SCTP. Throughout this study we kept some parameters constant so that only the effect of cross traffic can be shown in the results. Figure 5.1.1 and figure 5.1.3 show the throughput and delay results of simulation when no background traffic is present. The initial delay in figure 5.1.3 is caused when SCTP started its association from sender to the receiver and when association is established it starts sending data packets without any extra delay. Figure 5.1.2 shows throughput results of both dual homed interfaces when background traffic is introduced on the routers R1 and R2. In the graphs traffic-primary and traffic-secondary lines are showing background.
traffic on primary and secondary paths respectively. During cross traffic simulations we used Drop Tail congestion control algorithm on both interfaces with default 200ms SACK timer. Concurrent multipath transfer in SCTP sends concurrent traffic on both interfaces, the background traffic in the network affects SCTP multi-homing interfaces. Most of the bandwidth is used to deliver SCTP data packets as compared to background data traffic (TCP and UDP). The figure 5.1.4 shows delay on both. At the end of this chapter a table 5.1 shows that average throughput for both interfaces is 4.9847Mbps and average delay is 0.0451ms.

5.2 Results and analysis for Congestion control Algorithms

In the section 5.1 we performed a simulation with background traffic on SCTP multi-homing in which Drop Tail congestion control algorithm was used. As we also want to know the impact of congestion control algorithms on CMT-SCTP, therefore we performed another simulation in which RED (Random Early Detection) congestion control algorithm is used on the bottleneck routers R1 and R2. Figure 5.2.1 shows throughput result of simulation and figure 5.2.2 shows delay on dual homed interfaces during the simulation.

The comparison of figures 5.1.2 and 5.2.1 show that different congestion control algorithms have different affects on multi-homing feature. The figure 5.1.2 shows the effect of Drop Tail algorithm on both interfaces, a global synchronization can be found in the graph. On the other hand when RED congestion control algorithm is used the figure 5.2.1 shows the fair behavior of RED on both interfaces, which avoids global synchronization. The difference between the two paths for RED and Drop Tail is the same. The figures 5.1.4 and 5.2.2 are showing the delay of Drop Tail and RED algorithms on both interfaces. If we see the values in Table 5.1 it shows that RED gives about 10% more throughput and low delay as compared
5.3 Results and analysis for different SACK timers

SCTP receiver responds to sender using SACK packets about the gap of packets received. In CMT-SCTP it is suggested that the SACK information be treated as a concise description for the transmission sequence numbers (TSNs) from the receiver, hence from the SACK information a loss may not be immediately considered. The sender implies lost TSNs using information in SACKs and history information in the retransmission queue [16]. In our research question it is also assumed that changing SACK timers could also affect on the performance of SCTP multi-homing. In this section we performed two more simulations with changing the SACK timer values in second simulation configuration with background traffic and Drop Tail congestion control algorithm. The figures 5.1.2 and 5.1.4 shows throughput and delay results of default SACK timer which is 200ms, we tested two more simulations with 100ms and 300ms SACK timers to check its affect on multi-homing.

Figures 5.3.1 and 5.3.3 show throughput results for 100ms and 300ms SACK timers respectively. Comparing these figures with figure 5.1.2 we come to know that in the case of 100ms SACK timer the throughput behavior of both interfaces is almost consistent and similar and the average throughput is also higher than 200ms and 300ms SACK timers. Figures 5.1.3, 5.3.2 and 5.3.4 show results of the delay for 100ms, 200ms and 300ms SACK timers, respectively which are almost similar in all three cases. The increase of throughput in case of 100ms SACK timer is because CMT-SCTP consider received SACK as report for TSNs not only the lost packets.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented an introduction to SCTP and briefly touched on some of its features. An overview of SCTP multi-homing is also outlined. The main work presented in this paper is to show the impact of different factors (like concurrent traffic in the network, congestion control algorithms and the different SACK timers) on multi-homing feature of SCTP. Concurrent Multipath Transfer using SCTP multi-homing (CMT-SCTP) is used in Network Simulator NS2 to introduce the effect of these factors. The results and analysis support our hypothesis and it can be concluded that when concurrent traffic is available in the network SCTP multi-homing provides efficient throughput as compared to other transport layer protocols (TCP and UDP). The SCTP multi-homing proves its usefulness in term of efficiency while sending data over multiple paths. RED and Drop Tail congestion control algorithms have same impact on SCTP as TCP, but in case of multi-homed destinations the RED algorithm provides low delay and about 10% of high throughput as compared to Drop Tail algorithm. In RFC4960 recommended SACK timer is 200ms, but when 100ms SACK timer is used with concurrent multipath transfer in SCTP (CMT-SCTP) multi-homing, the high throughput and low delay is achieved as compared with 200ms and 300ms, which indicates that different SACK timers affects on multi-homing feature of SCTP.

This paper is a first step in evaluating SCTP multi-homing performance and introducing the effect of different network factors like concurrent traffic, congestion control algorithms and different SACK timers. There is a significant weakness in our work which we have planned to address in near future. We have used only one CMT-SCTP source to establish SCTP multi-homed association, multiple CMT-SCTP associations can be tested for such network factors. The researchers working on SCTP have also introduced another concurrent multipath transfer using SCTP multi-homing called CMT with a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SACK Timer</th>
<th>Throughput (Mbps)</th>
<th>Delay (ms)</th>
<th>Pkts sent</th>
<th>Pkts Received</th>
<th>Pkts Dropped</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DropTailSACK200ms</td>
<td>4.9847</td>
<td>0.0451</td>
<td>10802</td>
<td>10750</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED+SACK100ms</td>
<td>9.2593</td>
<td>0.0295</td>
<td>19758</td>
<td>19595</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DropTail+SACK100ms</td>
<td>5.2504</td>
<td>0.0447</td>
<td>19800</td>
<td>19719</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DropTail+SACK300ms</td>
<td>4.8578</td>
<td>0.0453</td>
<td>18371</td>
<td>18285</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
potentially failed destination state (CMT-PF). In the future a work can be presented to evaluate CMT vs CMT-PF on the basis of factors like concurrent traffic, congestion control algorithms and SACK timers.
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APPENDIX: A

Following are the TCL and awk code files for SCTP in NS2 implementation, throughput and delay calculation.

A. #th-cmt-traffic.tcl

#Rashid Ali .. Master in computer Science.. University West
#Trollhattan Sweden
#Performance of Network redundancy in SCTP;
#Introducing effect of different factors on Multihoming
# Demonstrates Concurrent Multipath Transfer (CMT). Two
# endpoints with
# 2 interfaces with direct connections between each pair. Data
# is
# transferred using both paths concurrently.

Trace set show_sctp hdr_ 1

set ns [new Simulator]
set nf [open th-cmt-traffic-sack300-30ms.nam w]
$ns namtrace-all $nf

set allchan [open th-cmt-traffic-sack300-30ms.tr w]
$ns trace-all $allchan

proc finish {} {
    global ns nf allchan
    $ns flush-trace
    close $nf
    close $allchan
    #exec xgraph out.tr -geometry 800x400 &
    # exec nam-th-simple.nam &
    exit 0
}

#creation of SCTP sender node and interface nodes
set host0_core [new $ns node]
set host0_if0 [new $ns node]
set host0_if1 [new $ns node]
Shost0_core color Red
Shost0_if0 color Red
Shost0_if1 color Red
Shost0_if0 shape box
Shost0_if1 shape box
#attaching interface nodes as multihomed interfaces
$ns multihome-add-interface Shost0_core $host0_if0
$ns multihome-add-interface Shost0_core $host0_if1

#creation of SCTP receiver node
set host1_core [new $ns node]
set host1_if0 [new $ns node]
set host1_if1 [new $ns node]
Shost1_core color Blue
Shost1_if0 color Blue
Shost1_if1 color Blue
Shost1_if0 shape box
Shost1_if1 shape box
#attaching interface nodes as multihomed interfaces
$ns multihome-add-interface Shost1_core $host1_if0
$ns multihome-add-interface Shost1_core $host1_if1

$ns duplex-link $host0_if0 $host1_if0 10Mb 25ms DropTail
$ns duplex-link-op $host0_if0 $host1_if0 $host1_if0 orient right
[$ns link $host0_if0 $host1_if0 $host1_if0][queue] set limit_ 50
$ns duplex-link $host0_if1 $host1_if1 10Mb 25ms DropTail
$ns duplex-link-op $host0_if1 $host1_if1 $host1_if1 orient right
[$ns link $host0_if1 $host1_if1 $host1_if1][queue] set limit_ 50

set scpt0 [new Agent/SCTP/CMT]
$ns multihome-attach-agent $host0_core $scpt0
$scpt0 set ackDelay_ 0.300
$scpt0 set debugFileIndex_ 0
$scpt0 set mtu_ 1500
$scpt0 set numOutStreams_ 1
$scpt0 set useCmtReordering_ 1 # turn on Reordering algo.
$scpt0 set useCmtCwnd_ 1         # turn on CUC algo.
$scpt0 set useCmtDelAck_ 1       # turn on DAC algo.
$scpt0 set ecmtRtxPolicy_ 4     # rtx policy : RTX_CWND

#creation of SCTP agents for sender and receiver
set scpt1 [new Agent/SCTP/CMT]
$ns multihome-attach-agent $host1_core $scpt1
$scpt1 set debugMask_ -1
$scpt1 set debugFileIndex_ 1
$scpt1 set mtu_ 1500
$scpt1 set initialRwnd_ 65536
$scpt1 set useDelayedSacks_ 1
$scpt1 set useCmtDelAck_ 1

$ns color 0 Red
$ns color 1 Blue
$ns color 2 Green
$ns connect $scpt0 $scpt1
#setting up ftp application for SCTP traffic
set ftp0 [new Application/FTP]
$ftp0 attach-agent $scpt0

# set primary before association starts
$scpt0 set-primary-destination $host1_if0

#####primary0 path settings####################
#creations of nodes for tcp and UDP source
for { set i 0 } { $i < 5 } { incr i } {
    set source0_($i) [new $ns node]
    #set primary before association starts
    $source0_($i) set primary-destination $host0_if0
}
#linkage of nodes to the host0_if0
for { set i 0 } { $i < 5 } { incr i } {
    set sinknode0_($i) [new $ns node]
    #set primary before association starts
    $source0_($i) set primary-destination $host0_if0
}

proc attach-tcp1-traffic { tcpnode sinknode size fid } {
    #Get an instance of the simulator
    set ns [Simulator instance]
    #Create a TCP agent and attach it to the node
    set tcp [new Agent/TCP]
    $tcp set class_ 2
    $ns attach-agent $tcpnode $tcp
    $tcp set packetSize_ $size
    $tcp set fid_ $fid
    set sink [new Agent/TCPSink]
    $ns attach-agent $sinknode $sink
    #Create ftp traffic agent and set its configuration parameters
    set traffic [new Application/FTP]
    # Attach traffic source to the traffic generator
    $traffic attach-agent $tcp
    ##Connect the source and the sink
    $ns connect $tcp $sink
    return $traffic
}

proc attach-tcp2-traffic { tcpnode sinknode size fid } {
    #Get an instance of the simulator
    set ns [Simulator instance]
    #Create a TCP agent and attach it to the node
    set tcp [new Agent/TCP]
    $tcp set class_ 2
    $ns attach-agent $tcpnode $tcp
    $tcp set packetSize_ $size
    $tcp set fid_ $fid
    set sink [new Agent/TCPSink]
    $ns attach-agent $sinknode $sink
    #Create ftp traffic agent and set its configuration parameters
    set traffic [new Application/FTP]
    # Attach traffic source to the traffic generator
    $traffic attach-agent $tcp
    ##Connect the source and the sink
    $ns connect $tcp $sink
    return $traffic
}
set tcp12 [attach-tcp2-traffic $source1_(2) $sinknode1_(2) 1040 2]
set tcp13 [attach-tcp2-traffic $source1_(3) $sinknode1_(3) 1040 2]

###secondary pathe setting

closed#####################################################

$ns at 0.1 "$cbr0 start"
$ns at 0.5 "$stp0 start"
$ns at 1.0 "$stp00 start"
$ns at 1.0 "$stp01 start"
$ns at 1.0 "$stp02 start"
$ns at 1.0 "$stp03 start"

$ns at 0.1 "$cbr1 start"
$ns at 1.0 "$stp10 start"
$ns at 1.0 "$stp11 start"
$ns at 1.0 "$stp12 start"
$ns at 1.0 "$stp13 start"

$ns at 30.0 "finish"

$ns run

########################################################

B. #sctp-bw.awk

BEGIN {

# Initialization. fsDrops: packets drop. numFs: packets sent
fsDrops = 0;
packets = 0;
throughput = 0.0;
average=0.0;
clock = 0.0;
sum = 0.0;
interval = 0.5;
}
{
action = $1; time = $2;
from = $3; to = $4;
type = $5; pktsize = $6;
flow_id = $8; src = $9;
dst = $10; seq_no = $11;
packet_id = $12;
if (time-clock<=interval)
{

#checking receing packets
if ( action == "r" )
{

#checking destination 4 for primary and 5 for secondary
if (to==5)
{

#checking packet type SCTP
if (type=="sctp")
{

sum=sum+pktsize;
packets++;
}
}
else
{

#average=sum/packets;
throughput=(sum/interval)*(8/1000000);
#average=throughput/packets;

printf("%f\n", time, throughput);
clock=clock+interval;
sum=0;
}
}
}
}
END {

########################################################

C. #sctp-delay.awk

BEGIN {

highest_packet_id = 0;
drop=0;
}
{
action = $1;
time = $2;
to =$4;
from =$3;
tracename = $4;
type = $5;
pktsize=$6;
packet_id =$12;
if (packet_id > highest_packet_id)

highest_packet_id = packet_id;
if (action == "+")
{

if (type == "sctp" && pktsize = 1500 && to == 5)

send_time[packet_id] = time;
}
else
{

send_time[packet_id] = 0;
}
}
else
if (action == "r")
{
#to=4 for primary and to=5 for secondary path
if (type == "sctp" && pktsize = 1500 && to == 5)


rcv_time[packet_id] = time;
} 
else 
{
rcv_time[packet_id] = 0;
}

if (action == "d" && type == "sctp")
drop++;
}

END {
packet_no = 0; total_delay = 0;
for (packet_id = 0; packet_id <= highest_packet_id;
packet_id++)
{
#if ((send_time[packet_id]!=0) &&
(rcv_time[packet_id]!=0))
start = send_time[packet_id];
end = rcv_time[packet_id];
packet_duration = end-start;
if ( start < end ) printf("%f\t%f\n", start, packet_duration);
} #printf("total packets droped= %d\n", drop);
}

############################################